In the swing with Bandit's 2150XP Grinder
Bandit has introduced their new model 2150XP self propelled stump cutter to the
Australian market.
This rugged, compact stump grinder is the ideal machine for tree services, Councils, and
rental companies looking for a dependable, self-propelled machine with the ultimate in
manoeuvrability. The good news is that clever engineering and design changes mean that
the cutter head now has a cutting swing of over 50" (127cm) wide without repositioning the
machine; this is greater than 25% extra cutting width than the model it replaces, and the
other machines in it's class.
Fitted standard with a strong Kohler Command PRO 38hp engine, this machine can
narrow down to only 29" (73cm) wide for access to difficult jobs. The 2150XP tight turn unit
features a hydraulic motor positioned above the steering assembly; this set-up allows
the machine to manoeuvre and turn quicker than any other grinder in its class. All of these
changes ensure that time spent travelling and positioning next to each stump is
significantly reduced, increasing production, saving you time and money.
Other standard features include quick-release dual drive wheels (as pictured) for stability
and traction on difficult sites; V belt drive to the cutter head so that drive belt replacements
cost about half the usual price for the toothed polychain belts; variable travel speed so you
can speed up to get to the stump fast or slow down to have great control when grinding;
and variable cutter head swing speed.
A popular option for the Model 2150XP is radio remote control so that operators can
control all grinder functions away from the dust and debris. Another bonus is that the
Model 2150XP now features Tap & Turn GREENTEETH® so that replacing a full set of
teeth can take less than 5 minutes. More time saved!
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Recent buyers have confirmed Bandit's claim that the 2150XP has more features, and cuts
better, than any grinder in it's class.
Contact Bandit Tree Equipment on 1800 681 733 or visit www.banditchippers.com.au for
more information today.
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